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How the interpretations of past and present 
become signs about and for future? The Ritual 
Museum presents a concept of museum  
without walls and without collection of objects. 
Ritual as a phenomena loaded with numerous 
meanings – important equally to humans and 
animals – provide opportunity to approach 
wisdom of sheltering. 

The Ritual Museum studies and conserves 
meaningful relations instead of meaningful  
objects. The Ritual Museum suggests that  
intangible culture emerges from the  
interactions within relationships among and 
between human and non-human nature. 
     
The Ritual museum allows an entire spectrum 
of life and information – research, intuition and 
experience – to become knowledge. Our basic 
tools are gatherings around the campfire of 
cultural heritage. This means academic and 
artistic encounters, and getting together with 
people from all walks of life to participate,  
study – and to just enjoy.
      
At the moment when we are forgetting the 
past and losing our understanding of its  
significance as a source of survival, the Ritual  
Museum seeks to create a time and place to 
study meaningful relationships. 

Rituals carry time within themselves, they are 
about bringing the past through the present  
to the future. By concentrating on rituals we 
are actually touching the future.

We are born and reborn 
from the traces we leave

THE RITUAL MUSEUM

The ritual themes for the year 2015 are Health 
and Beauty – issues that are entangled with 
ethical as well as aesthetic questions, and linked 
to the survival of different species on our planet 
and its changing conditions in the past, present, 
and future. 

HIGHLIGHTS

The Ritual Museum will be at Norpas Festival  
in Kemiönsaari August 22–23 
with the presentation of philosopher and 
musician David Rothenberg on beauty titled 
“Survival of the Beautiful”.  
David Rothenberg is known for playing music 
together with whales, birds and bugs.

The Ritual Museum’s third annual Ritual Festival 
“Play the Rite of Health and Rite of Beauty!” 
September 25–27, 2015 
at Revonhäntä residency located
on the island of Kemiönsaari.

FUNDING: Koneen säätiö



Stop this time,
Stop it now,

Stop it, this time
Stop this time 

No future, no past
Make this time last

No last time this time
Stop this time 

No gravity of memories
Nor that of becoming

No nothing but this time
Stop this time

Ritual Time is offered as an example how the 
practise of artistic research can be a part of 
museum activity. 

Artistic Research is not research about art, but 
research through art. The process itself is a part 
of information and the approach respects the 
singularity and unique qualities of every case. 
Theory is often loose, and the experience is 
valued.

In museum context it brings to surface the  
interpretations, contradictions are seen as  
material, and the final truth is absent. 

Artistic Research creates concepts, and through 
new concepts new insights become embodied. 
The result of Artistic Research can’t be an  
object, more like a path, a way to be around  
without necessity for defining. The undefined 
has its place.   

Ritual Time is a combination of drama, poetry, 
music and reflection. It is done in participation 
with Theatre Quo Vadis, using material from the 
performance Ritual 3.0, the artistic part of Otso 
Kautto’s doctoral studies at University of Arts, 
Helsinki.

Do rituals reflect linear time by articulating 
change, or do they participate in the contract  
of linearity by creating differences?

CASES
 Photo-album
 Raven
 The goat
 Stop this time
 Holding hands
 My dear my love
 Borsalino
 The girl
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(A) watch is a ritual 
where we watch time.


